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Human Identity Summit 
Part 3 

 
Potent Qualities and Activities of Human Society 

 
The process of indestructible clarity identity is summed up in the 
empowerment of society with optimal qualities and activities. This 
takes place through the Four Mainstays of Balanced View:  
 

1. The simple practice of short moments of clarity; this is the key 
button to press for everyone;  

2. The Balanced View media unerringly presses the reset button 
again and again until all of human society is automatically and 
continuously reset to clarity potency;  

3. The trainers are ultimate friends who completely confirm and 
evoke our clarity nature;  

4. The community is available 24/7 worldwide through a vast 
communication network comprised of many technologies. 

 
The Four Mainstays elicit the very powerful clarity of human society. 
This text names aspects of our true identity so that these can be easily 
recognized.  
 
Humanity’s clarity is spacious, lively, precise and very potent. Clarity is 
a personal and real sense of expanding ourselves and enriching our 
environment. It is expansion, enrichment, plenty. We expand 
constantly, opening purposefully for the benefit of all, and relax into 
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the flow of clarity’s beneficial qualities and activities. From the first 
moment of unending clarity, we recognize its stability, permanence 
and generosity. 
 
In clarity the principle of prosperity is extraordinary. Living is very rich 
and plentiful, and we extend ourselves into the world purposefully, 
personally, directly, in all ways—mental, emotional, sensorial and 
otherwise. This is the powerful expansiveness of clarity’s beneficial 
intent.  
 
Humanity’s mutual clarity includes everything in its expansive 
environment like the power of vast space contains and pervades 
countless planets and stars. Clarity is settling and potent, openly 
inviting everything to come in and rest. Clarity is open-hearted to all, 
intimate and fierce. Open-hearted clarity is wide open to all aspects, 
seeing them clearly and distinctly and knowing how to act. Stealth and 
wrathful, clarity instinctively knows how to benefit all. 
  
Clarity is fantastically precise and aware; it is tremendously interested 
and inquisitive. Everything is seen in its own distinct way, with its own 
particular qualities and characteristics. 
  
Humanity’s clarity is real openness, a willingness to demonstrate what 
we have and what we are to everyone. Clarity brings to the world a 
sense of generosity, a sense of promise. In whatever is experienced, 
there is lots of promise. There is a constant sense of magnetization 
and spontaneous hospitality.  
 
Clarity is refreshing and fantastic no matter what it goes through. It 
feels good in itself, as it is. 
  
Humanity’s clarity effortlessly demonstrates qualities and activities 
that are of benefit to all. It is complete fulfillment of activity without 
feeling stressed or pushed. It is natural fulfillment in relation to 
everyday life. Clarity’s view offers complete effectiveness and 
efficiency to each point of view—the efficient view shining from within 
each point of view. The efficiency of clarity fulfills each here-and-now. 
 
In clarity, all resentment and confusion are outshone and the qualities 
of energy, fulfilling action, and openness remain. Clarity’s wonderful 
activity touches everything in its path. Clarity sees the possibilities 
inherent in situations and automatically takes the appropriate course. 
Clarity spontaneously fulfills its nature to be of benefit of all.  
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Humanity’s clarity is the foundation. It is the environment that makes 
possible completely beneficial, prosperous and generous qualities and 
activities. Its strength is unsurpassable.  
 
Humanity’s clarity is an environment of all-pervasive spaciousness and 
completely open potential. It can accommodate anything in its force, 
just as the vast ocean indivisibly contains all drops of water.  
 
Clarity is the assurance that we have everything we need, and there is 
nothing more to get. Clarity in itself is a whole course of action for 
human society, which enriches it with benefit, prosperity, and 
generosity for all. 
 
By the power of the Four Mainstays, human society enlivens and 
enacts its potent scope and purpose, expanding human intelligence so 
that it is co-extensive, interactive and interoperable with the 
intelligence and power of the multiverse. 
 
Human Identity Summit: Qualities and Activities of Human 
Society, Part 3 

Instinctive clarity is always-on. 

1. Write today’s training. 
 

2. How have the Four Mainstays changed my notion of the power of 
human society? What was it like for me before the Four 
Mainstays? What happened when I met the Four Mainstays? 
What is it like now living in the Four Mainstays? How is my own 
life evidence of the shift in human society to clarity identity? 

 


